
China Surpasses Germany in Auto Parts Export To The US - SREA Profits!

Score One Inc. (SREA)
$0.19

Keith Bradsher of the New York Times reported, "China’s auto parts exports 
have increased more than six fold in the last five years" This increase 
has now enabled China to surpass Germany in auto parts export. 
Shipping over $1.9 billion in auto parts in the first quarter of 2007, 
which was an increase of 27% over last year. An additional $6.1 Billion 
was exported to the rest of the world.

Chinas total auto industry grossed $68 Billion worldwide in 2006 and 
is currently the fastest growing export.

SREA’s new showcase facility, designed to rival Detroit’s "Motor City" 
is certainly timely and represents a shift in power in the global auto market.

Read the news. The market watchers are already picking SREA across the board. 
Get on SREA first thing Thursday!



This has certainly damaged their image in my eyes.
Sit back and enjoy the ride on this one.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
I don’t think anyone saw that coming.
Through the social club at work I’m participating in a fitness scoreboard.
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
I guess I’m kind of hoping that people’s interest wanes a little so I can get ah
ead - that’s probably wrong of me isn’t it?
Here comes Calvin Harris out of nowhere - well he probably didn’t come from no w
here, but he’s suddenly appeared with this song, several remixes, and even a min
i-mix on Annie Mac’s show.
It’s all lovely stuff.
The vocals are heartfelt, really pretty and to a nice musical and rhythmical bac
kdrop.
Blow air out through an open window - here’s something I didn’t know.
Well, there it is, we see your TV spots, we hear the internet speak about the iP
hone, we flip over our favourite magazines and find an iPhone ad on the back.
Sounds boring doesn’t it?
pointing a fan to blow hot air out through an open window is more effective then
 sucking cool air in through the window.
Why do we have to hear about everyone else enjoying the technology before it’s e
ven considered that perhaps a Canadian would like to carry an iPhone?
Watch this movie - eat popcorn, have a good evening.
A fitness point roughly translates into a calorie, while an activity point allow
s you to compare your exercise to anyone else on the site.
You heard me uber cool.
I cannot stand the concept of ads on something I paid for - but worse to lock th
e disc so you can’t escape it.
Either way - if I’m not paying for Epson ink I’m going to have to chose one gene
ric to try.
Around that temperature or below outside - open windows and doors to cool the pl
ace.



Blow air out through an open window - here’s something I didn’t know.
they’re all likable and dis-likable!
A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
If you’re already wearing sandals removing them will still give you a benefit.
Decisions the fall from the adminisphere are often profoundly inappropriate or i
rrelevant to the problems they where designed to solve.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
It’s so easy to get lost in this song when you hear it.
That being said - it’s almost worth the "wine list" price - this spectacular, sm
ooth, red is great for any occasion - I enjoy it with barbecue, steak, stews and
 in a glass.


